At its ninth session, the Research and Development Committee adopted a programme of regularly briefing the University of Ljubljana’s researchers on ethical principles. University of Ljubljana faculties and academies should brief various categories of researchers on ethical principles, as follows:

NEW HIRES: They receive the University of Ljubljana’s Code of Ethics, the Code of Ethics for Researchers at the University of Ljubljana and any code of ethics of their professional field, and sign the Statement of Commitment to Respect the University of Ljubljana’s Ethical Principles;

UNDERGRADUATE AND MASTER’S STUDENTS: They are briefed on the website at the start of each academic year;

DOCTORAL STUDENTS:

– Upon enrolment, they receive the Code of Ethics for Researchers at the University of Ljubljana and any code of ethics of their professional field, and sign the Statement of Commitment to Respect the University of Ljubljana’s Ethical Principles;

– They are briefed on the ethical principles for researchers at the University of Ljubljana as part of the courses and modules that focus on developing research skills, or as part of lectures on how to write a doctoral dissertation;

– Through advisors;

– On the website;

ALL RESEARCH AND TEACHING STAFF EMPLOYED AT THE UNIVERSITY:

– They sign the Statement of Commitment to Respect the University of Ljubljana’s Ethical Principles in 2015;

– They are additionally briefed on the ethical principles for researchers at:

  – Special annual research events at faculties and academies;

  – Programme or project team meetings.

University of Ljubljana faculties and academies incorporate this programme into their annual work programmes. Programme implementation is coordinated by the faculty's or academy's Vice Dean for Research.
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